**2009 CONFORMATION AWARDS**
(All breed points)

**Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Bitch**

CH Galilee's Pure Of Spirit  
Owners: Mary Hayes, J & C Sanchez

**Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Dog**

CH Skansen's Sir August Brigs  
Owner: Mary Williams

**Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Owner Handled Dog**

CH Tanglewood's Bocephus  
Owners: Robert, R & Phillip Domas, Ed Fojtik, Jean & Chris Erath, Robert & Barbara DeLoian

**Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Owner Handled Bitch**

CH Skansen's Even Money At Kenro  
Owners: Robin & Kenneth Greenslade

**Top Producing Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Dog**

CH Rus Astershvarc Zone of Fire CD RE  
(CH Bear Creek Yuri Ben Ramos, CH Grande Bear Creek Sunrise, CH Skyline's Eliminator, CH Skyline's Eveready, CH Riesenrad's Nightly News)  
Owner: Marina Raukhverger

CH Skansen's Charles De Gaulle  
(CH Skansen's Panda Of Talamanca, CH Skansen's Eud De Cologne, CH Skansen's Even Money At Kenro, CH Skansen's F. Gustav Mahler, CH Skansen's Foolish Pleasure)  
Owner: Sylvia Hammarstrom

CH Skansen's Xorro  
(CH Skansen's Bravo Sugarpine, CH Skansens Chase Manhattan, CH Skansen's Elisabeth, CH Skansen's French Connection, CH Skansen's Midnight Jazz)  
Owner: Sylvia Hammarstrom

**Top Producing Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Bitch**

CH Skansen's Bracelet  
(CH Skansen's Thousand Island, CH Skansen's Fool Proof, CH Skansen's French Connection, CH Skansen's Midnight Jazz)  
Owner: Sylvia Hammarstrom
**2009 PERFORMANCE AWARDS**

**Obedience Giant Schnauzer of the Year**

Momentum Voodoo Lounge UD RA (D)
Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit, Christine Lietzau

**Obedience Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Opposite Sex**

Skansen’s I Found Eldorado UD RE (B)
Owners: A & Lynne Veronda

**Top Rally Giant Schnauzer of the Year**

CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX, RAE, HSAs, HSCs, HXCx, AX, OAJ, NAP, NJP, OF, NFP (B)
Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler, Maryann Bisceglia

**Agility Giant Schnauzer of the Year**

Classic Ike V Easentaigh CD RAE2 MX MXJ XF (D)
Owners: Michelle Kiernan & Steve Winterbottom

**Agility Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Opposite Sex**

CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX, RAE, HSAs, HSCs, HXCx, AX, OAJ, NAP, NJP, OF, NFP (B)
Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler, Maryann Bisceglia

**Top Herding Giant of the Year**

Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RE HSCx HICs HXCx NA NAJ OAP OJP NF NFP (B)
Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler

**2009 ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS**

**CH & CDX**

CH Apffel Bach Berlyn CDX, RE, TD (B)
Owners: Tracy Gustafson & Richard Mitchell

CH Valleesa’s Amazing Grace VCD2 RE
AX MXJ NAP NJP (B)
Owner: Valli Rovenolt

**High in Trial-All Breed (Obedience)**

Momentum Voodoo Lounge UD RA (D)
Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit, Christine Lietzau

**High in Trial-All Breed (Herding)**

Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RE HSCx HICs HXCx NA NAJ OAP OJP NF NFP (B)
Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler
**2009 GSCA VERSATILITY AWARDS**

**Versatility Award (14-21 points)**

Devan's Serendipity CD TD PT (19 pts) (B)
Owners: Janett & Michelle Willis, Deborah Gerber

Celestial Catch Me If You Can VCD1 RA (23 pts) (D)
Owners: Laura Feldt & Brianna Higgins

Celestial Denzel DHL V ULF CD VPG1 (15 pts) (D)
Owners: Brenda & Tim Nyx

CH Ingebars Otis CD RE NJP (21 pts) (D)
Owner: Alberta Menickelli

CH Keystone's Gypsy in the Palace VCD1 RE (24 pts) (B)
Owner: Teresa Higgins

CH Magna Town Crier RN CDX (14 pts) (B)
Owners: Mary Dick & P Malan

Ruster's Dust Commander VCD1 RN OA NAP NJP (18 pts) (D)
Owner: Laura Feldt

**Versatility Excellent Award (22-24 points)**

Celestial Catch Me If You Can VCD1 RA (23 pts) (D)
Owners: Laura Feldt & Brianna Higgins

CH Keystone's Gypsy in the Palace VCD1 RE (24 pts) (B)
Owner: Teresa Higgins

**Master Versatility Award (30 or more points)**

CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX, RAE, HSAs, HSCs, HXCs, AX, OAJ, NAP, NJP, OF, NFP (34 points) (B)
Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler, Maryann Bisceglia
**2009 TOP TEN AWARDS**

**Top 10 Conformation (Breed points)**

1. CH Tanglewood's Bocephus (D)
   Owners: Roberta, R & Phillip Domas, Ed Fojtik
   Jean & Chris Erath, Bob & Barb DeLoian

2. CH Kenro's Happy Hour (B)
   Owner: Robin Greenslade

3. CH Skansen's Bacchus II (D)
   Owner: Synthia Sansone

4. CH Lagniappe's All American Girl RN (B)
   Owners: Pamela Jones, Holly Reed

5. CH Sonnensechein River Chase (B)
   Owners: Randy & Pam Foster

6. CH Skansen's A Wrinkle In Time (D)
   Owners: Cindy Muller, K Vonk

7. CH Skansen's Sir August Brigs
   Owner: Mary Williams

8. CH Galilee's Pure Of Spirit
   Owners: Mary Hayes, J & C Sanchez

9. CH Histyle's Stone Crusher (D)
   Owner: Michael Rutkas

10. CH Ingebars Siasconset Rose (B)
    Owners: Mike Reese, Maryann Bisceglia

**Top 10 Herding**

1. Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RE HSCs HICs HXCs NA NAJ OAP OJP NF NFP (B)
   Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler

2. CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX, RAE, HSAs, HSCs, HXCs, AX, OAJ, NAP, NJP, OF, NFP (B)
   Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler, Maryann Bisceglia

3. CH Momentumm's V.I.P. CD TD (B)
   Owner: Christine Lietzau

4. Histyle's On the Fritz PT (D)
   Owners: Peggy & M Gumm

5. Devan's Serendipity CD TD PT (B)
   Owners: Janett & W. Willis, Deborah Gerber

**Top 10 Obedience**

1. Momentumm Voodoo Lounge UD RA (D)
   Owners: Bonnie & Howard Postovit, Christine Lietzau

2. Skansen's I Found Eldorado UD RE (B)
   Owners: A & Lynne Veronda

3. Hatten's Elementary My Dear CDX RN (D)

4. Fanta C House of the Rizn Son CDX (D)
   Owner: Helen Banet

5. Ingebar's South Side Bakrman UD NA NAJ NAP NJP NF (D)
   Owner: Ellen Ritt

6. CH Apffel Bach Berlyn CDX RE TD (B)
   Owners: Tracy Gustafson & Richard Mitchell

7. Ingebars Always Faithful CDX (B)
   Owners: R & Terry Sibert

8. Linch Pin Luscious Lola CDX RE (B)
   Owner: Jennifer Tennison

9. CH Elliott Unique Saphire Scout CD RN TD (D)
   Owner: Robyn Elliott

10. CH Valleesa’s Amazing Grace VCD2 RE AX MXJ NAP NJP (B)
    Owner: Valli Rovenolt

**Top 10 Tracking**

1. Celestial Catch Me If You Can VCD1 RA (D)
   Owners: Laura Feldt & Brianna Higgins

2. Devan's Serendipity CD TD PT (B)
   Owners: Janett & W Willis, Deborah Gerber

3. Ruster's Dust Commander VCD1 RA OA NAP NJP (D)
   Owner: Laura Feldt
Top 10 Rally

1. CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX, RAE, HSAs, HSCs, HXCs, AX, OAJ, NAP, NJP, OF, NFP (B)
   Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler, Maryann Bisceglia

2. Skansen’s I Found Eldorado UD RE (B)
   Owners: A & Lynne Veronda

3. Momentumm Fade To Black RN (B)
   Owners: Howard & Bonnie Postovit, Christine Lietzau

4. CH Keystone’s Annie Lennox RN NA NAJ (B)
   Owners: M & Diane Dillon, Kelvin Robbins

5. Sonnenschein Panache RN (B)
   Owners: Kathleen Flanigan & Robyn Elliott

6. CH Ingebar’s Don’t Stop Believin RN (D)
   Owner: Carol Orzechowski

7. Maxwell Von Thor CD RA (D)
   Owner: Cheryl Ambrose

8. CH Carbonara Caught In The Web CD RA (B)
   Owner: Peg Watson

9. Czara Vom Schwarzen Kobold RN (B)
   Owner: Cristi Ramos

10. Classic Ollivander V Easentaigh RN (D)
    Owner: Rebeccah Czarniak

10. CH Keystone’s Gypsy In The Palace VCD1 RE (B)
    Owner: Teresa Higgins

Top 10 Agility

1. Classic Ike V Easentaigh CD RAE2 MX MXJ XF (D)
   Owners: Michelle Kiernan & Steve Winterbottom

2. CH Galilee Ingebars Inspiration CDX, RAE, HSAs, HSCs, HXCs, AX, OAJ, NAP, NJP, OF, NFP (B)
   Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler, Maryann Bisceglia

3. Formally Known As Field’s MX, MXJ, XF (B)
   Owners: James Bahr & F Nichter

4. Momentumm Vodka With a Twist VCD1 RA MX MXJ XF (B)
   Owners: Kellie & Tim Verrelli, Christine Lietzau

5. Ingebar’s South Side Bakerman UD, NA, NAJ, NAP, NJP, NF (D)
   Owner: Ellen Ritt

6. Momentumm Vim & Vigor OA, OAJ, OF (B)
   Owner: Marion Thom

7. Keystone’s Mustang GT AX. OAJ, NJP XF (D)
   Owner: Steve Rinne

8. CH Keystone’s Gypsy In The Palace VCD1, RE (B)
   Owner: Teresa Higgins

9. Celestial Catch Me If You Can VCD1, RA (D)
   Owners: Laura Feldt & Brianna Higgins

10. Skansen’s Quoth the Raven CD, AX, AXJ (B)
    Owner: Carin Offerman

* GSCA Annual Membership shall have been paid up by December 31, 2009 to qualify.
* First Names of members are spelled out.
* Official AKC names as of the end of 2009 are the names used for awards.
* Top ten Rally had a tie at tenth place and therefore has 11 dogs within this list.
* Award recipients that have received more than one award will receive a plaque with all awards for that year.
  Multiple versatility levels will be listed with the highest level on the top.
* If a member did not contact the performance chair (Laura Feldt) and notify her they qualified for a GSCA versatility award then one will not be awarded.